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WELCOME

Kitesurfing at Gullane Beach

What is it that encapsulates Tourism in Scotland?

World Class assets merge with World Class 
Providers to deliver a truly exceptional sector that 
competes with any destination today.

We are witnessing a shift in society towards 
experiences, challenges, meaning, wellness and 
betterment.  These are enhanced by a destinations 
natural environment, culture, their innovative 
providers and products.

Scotland is strongly  placed to be the ideal 
destination to deliver these needs.



WHAT MAKES TOURISM IN SCOTLAND?
Heritage & Culture

People & Welcome Landscape & Environment



Tourism in Scotland
About our visitors
Scotland welcomes over 17 million overnight visitors a year, contributing £5 billion in expenditure

GB Residents represent 80% of overnight trips to Scotland, 
of which half are Scots Residents, the other 50% from Rest of UK (majority England)
Average length of stay for domestic overnight visitors is 3.4 nights

International Visitors represent 3.5 million inbound trips per annum.
US, Germany and France are the main markets accounting for 30% of all international trips.
International Visitors tend to stay longer (8 nights average) and have higher spend per trip.

Tourism Day Visitors make 133 million trips per year, spending £5 billion.
Majority of day trippers are Scots Residents (about 90%)



Tourism During Covid and Looking Forward

• A third of UK and Scots Residents have taken an overnight short holiday somewhere in the UK trip since 
September 2021. Scotland was popular with Scots residents for holidays in 2021.

• 59% of UK Public Intend on taking a domestic break in 2022.

• Scotland 2nd most popular destination for the summer 22

• Higher proportion of Scots Residents holidaying in Scotland

• Families and Higher Income to take most leisure trips – but Retirees also for Scotland

• Domestic is likely to be the main driver of recovery in 2022/23

• International Inbound is recovering. Forecasts to Scotland in 2022 are expected to be 

• 55% of 2019 levels and 64% of spend

• North America and Europe are main markets driving growth



Perceived Barriers to Domestic Travel

Top three barriers to domestic trips in July to September 2022

1. Rising cost of living
2. Personal Finances
3. Cost of Fuel
4. Rising costs of holidays/leisure

But, when asked to compare next 12 months trips intentions to the past 12 months 
trips…

59% of UK adults expect to take more domestic trips (31% recorded in previous wave)



TRENDING TO TRANSFORMATIONAL TOURISM
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Personal Fulfilment is 
increasingly a driver for 

decision making

Destination is a backdrop to 
fulfilling our objectives

Natural capital enhances the 
experiences



Coasts & Waters - A valued natural asset

Endless Opportunities
Over 11,000 miles of coastline
137 miles of canals
31,460 freshwater lochs
Several navigable rivers
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£11.3 Billion
The recreational asset value of 

Coastal Regions, Lochs & 
Reservoirs and Rivers and Canals

118 Inhabited Islands
Tourism supports rural 
communities, local economies and 
preserves natural landscapes and 
heritage.

Its everyone's business
Coasts and Waters Tourism is 
represented by activity providers, 
food & drink, heritage, 
accommodation, attractions, 
culture and so much more.



THE 
ENDURING 

APPEAL
OF THE 
COAST

• 3 in 5 domestic consumers are interested in a coastal 
break in Scotland

• Over 70% of people who have taken a coastal break 
would recommend it to a friend or relative

• Visitors think of Scotland's Coast / Rest of UK they 
think of “the seaside”

• 32% of GB Adults agree that Scotland is an ideal 
destination for Wellness Holidays

• It is waters power to transform its environment 
transforms visitor experiences



WELLNESS / MARITIME TOURISM TRENDS

Experiential 
Fishing

Pescaturismo is the combination of promoting sustainable 
fishing with growing consumer interest in environment, 
responsibility and tourism. Tourists pay professional 
fishers to show them what life at sea is really like – is an 
increasingly popular way of diversifying artisanal fishers’ 
activities. If it’s done right, it can help spread 
understanding of the sea and its traditions and bring in 
alternative income for fishers.

Restorative Recreation
The emotional benefits of ‘ecotherapy’ are well documented, but 
there can also be long-term, physical health improvements 
associated with time spent in natural spaces.  Studies linking 
proximity to water and coasts have shown health benefits.

Wellness Experiences

Creative Retreats
Travel today is increasingly motivated by
gathering experiences. Skills development are
a growth area and add to the attractiveness of
a destination. By sharing your interests with
your visitors you can build relationships and
garner those all important referrals to their
friends and relatives so they might visit too

Unexpected Adventures
In today’s perfect Instagrammable world, it is the 
discoveries we make when things don’t go exactly to plan 
are often what makes an experience unique. With an 
increase in visitors looking for the distinctive and the 
authentic, this will often translate to enjoying imperfect 
moments. 

Immersive Experiences 
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SELLING MORE THAN AN ADVENTURE

Heritage
UGC

Allies

Stories

Local

Perfect Partners
As we recover responsibly, collaboration
becomes more important. Can you
recommend suitable accommodation and
travel providers, broker the package for your
visitors? Demonstrating the supply line from
catch to table adds to the experience.

Living Local
Visitors seek unique. By engaging with local providers, artisans and
demonstrating the connection with the surrounding area and the
impact that their purchases are making to the economy will chime well
with their motivations.

Selling your stories
Visitors want meaningful memories. How can
you sell your story which provides a
connection to your customer. Your story
could be about the product development, a
myth or legend or it could be your story and
the journey to get where you are now? It is
the human element that visitors use to
differentiate from a bland and generic
experience.

Your Guests / Your Advocates
In the world of fake news, consumers see authenticity as
important, especially in relation to brands. Today genuine
User Generated Reviews and content resonate most with
consumers. Can you encourage genuine reviews or provide
those smostable opportunities that develop the advocates
and referrals that will benefit your business.

Harnessing Heritage
Many visitors to Scotland see Landscape and
Heritage as interlinked. Combining activities,
where possible with opportunities to engage with
heritage and culture will enhance a visitors
experience. Itineraries, routes or rest stops at
historic locations or even screen tourism hotspots
will be seen favorably be guests.
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TO CONCLUDE…
How do we recover responsibly and remain world class?  

We can look to the trends and drivers that are evolving 
among the travelling consumer

• Who are they? 
• What motivates their actions?
• How their interests are changing?

Scotland’s Coastal Capital is at one with it’s culture and 
heritage, constantly evolving and reinventing.

But we need innovation, stories, collaborations, 
differentiators that will make Scotland the must visit and 
return destination.



Thank you

Lower Killeyan, Isle of Islay.

visitscotland.org/research-insights
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Seafood from Scotland: 
premium seafood

To maximise the opportunities presented we need to reposition our seafood in 
the  ‘premium-plus’ category. 

This is a long term strategy:

- Infrastructure, labour and supply chain integrity

- Building industry credentials through assurances, accreditations and 
certifications:

- Developing strong and consistent market facing activities in key markets

- Building on policy initiatives such as Good Food Nation & Local Sourcing

















Benefits to both me and the 
community



70% of Scottish consumers rate ‘local’ as important when purchasing seafood



https://foodanddrink
.scot/the-knowledge-
bank/


